Tree Frog Farm

Body Electric
Essences
Made with Tree Frog Farm
Flower and Tree Essences

Energetically

Strengthen and vitalize the electromagnetic fields in and around
your body! Electromagnetic Field Vitality
(EMFV) Blend clears
intrusions, stagnant
energies,
misalignments and imbalances, then establishes
harmony within your
energy fields and
supports appropriate
boundaries.
•

•

•

•

Charged in a
Crystal Matrix

healing to wholeness

Electrical Systems Integration

About Body Electric Blends

Enliven your energy
matrix! Electrical System Integration (ESI)
Blend enhances communication
between
all of the electrical circuitry in and around
the body. This includes
your connection to the
matrix of the universal All-That-Is, energy
fields, chakras, organ
energy meridians, cells
& nervous systems.
ESI does not take the
place of balancing individual chakras, organs or other systems.

Body Electric Essences are the newest blends from
Tree Frog Farm. They work through the electrical
circuitry and electromagnetic fields in and around
your body.
Even western medicine is realizing the importance
of body electrical information and uses EEGs and
EKGs to understand the functioning of your brain
and heart.
Tree Frog Farm Essences come in the red shiso
base with a handy spray top or in brandy base with a
dropper top. Body Electric Blends are unscented and
can be used by people who are sensitive to scents.
Carry them in your purse or backpack. Use them
any time you are around computers, cellphones or
other times your electrical circuitry and fields are
disrupted.
Each Tree Frog Farm flower and tree essence is energetically grounded through crystals, which informs
the way that flower essence seats into the body/
mind. Also, each Body Electric Blend is charged in
a crystal matrix, which influences the quality and action of that blend.

Electromagnetic Field Vitality

•

Helps your personal energy fields, body and
mind adjust to electromagnetic influences
like computers, TVs, cell phones, high voltage electrical wires and “buzz” from electrical appliances and wires within the home.
Wonderful after a day’s work at the computer!
Effective to balance ungrounded or dizzy
sensations due to changes in Earth’s electromagnetic fields, solar flares, ELF emissions or chem trails.
Extremely beneficial to rebalance your body
when Nature Beings and Elements are upgrading the energy grid, portals or leylines
of the land and general area where you live.
Symptoms of this could include feeling ungrounded or dizzy; having headaches, stomach pain or mild nausea.
Helps your body adjust to
the unfamiliar electromagnetics of an area where you
are traveling or vacationing.
Assists energy workers and
other health practitioners
to keep your energy fields
clear and grounded while
with clients, and to rebalElectromagnetic Field Vitality contains the following ingredients: Black Gooseberry, White Yarrow, Western Hemlock Tree,
Iris, Calendula, Pennyroyal, Pearly Everlasting, Self Heal, Trillium, Red-Osier Dogwood, Rattlesnake Plantain Orchid, Golden
Celebration Rose, Sweet Valentine Rose, Michaelmas Daisy, Spotted Coral Root Orchid, Shore Pine Tree, Hot Tamale Rose, Burdock, Grand Fir Tree, and Chamomile. Energetically charged
in a crystal matrix of: Amazonite, Copper, Drusy Quartz, Heal-

Here are examples of how Electrical System Integration has worked for our customers.
•

•

•

Enhancing the communication between the
stomach organ energy meridian and the solar plexus chakra could in turn improve digestion. Works well in connection with our
Stomach Organ Energy Meridian Blend.
Creating better communication between the
root chakra and the peripheral nerves in the
legs opens the chakra in the feet and results
in feeling more grounded.
Reducing amped-up, nervous sensations
and creating more calm.
• Helping to repair wounds by improving cellular communication
and connecting the injured area
to the matrix of the universal AllThat-Is.
• Enhancing body-wide communication between the cells for clearer thinking, more stable emotional states, more life-force energy
and a brighter outlook on life.
Electrical Systems Integration contains the following ingredients:
Pathfinder, Pacific Dogwood, Pennyroyal, Our Lady of Guadalupe
Rose, Red-Osier Dogwood, Western Red Cedar, Saskatoon, Trillium, Self-Heal, Pearly Everlasting, Goat’s Beard, Black Gooseberry,
Marshmallow, Sweet Valentine Rose, Skullcap, White Yarrow, Iris,
Hot Tamale Rose and Arnica. Energetically charged in a crystal
matrix of: Amazonite, Aragonite, Black Tourmaline, Copper, Drusy
Quartz, Jeffrey Quartz, Hematite, Sunstones and Tibetan Black Quartz.

Use and Care of Essences
Dropper top: put drops directly into your mouth or
drinking water.
Mister top: spray directly into your mouth, or into
drinking water. Spray around your energy fields as
needed.
Care: Keep away from direct sunlight, high heat &
strong electromagnetic fields. Best used within 2
years of purchase.
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Disclaimer
Please listen to your inner guidance when making
any health care choices for yourself and your family.
Flower essences treat the whole person and support
the healing of specific symptoms. However, flower essences and any other products offered by Tree Frog
Farm are not a substitute for necessary medical care.
Seek the advice of a qualified health-care professional
for all medical problems.

